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PROFILE:
Success & Satisfaction

Making History

Growth &
Approachability

Success & Satisfaction
Heisler Homes Inc. is one of the few
companies that delivers a great product with
tremendous before and after-sales service.

Making History
It's not just good old fashioned quality that
Heisler Homes brings to their customers,
but some of the architectural details of the
homes also contain echoes of the past.

Growth &
Approachability
Heisler Homes understands that customer
satisfaction is the single best measure of
a homebuilder's success and they have
been careful to grow responsibly, always
mindful of the need for personal service. 

PROFILE:



S U C C E S S & S A T I S F A C T I O N
The Balance Between Service and Product

For customers, the ideal company is one that delivers a
great product with tremendous before and after-sales
service. Heisler Homes is one of the few companies that
have achieved this perfect balance with a simple formula

of genuine caring: Build a great product and proudly stand
behind every square inch of it. Care demands a great home, and
pride demands only the best kind of service.

Customers and the TARION Warranty Corporation (Ontario
new homes warranty) continually recognize Heisler Homes as
being the best in customer service. TARION has awarded
Heisler Homes with the highest after-sales service and quality
of construction rating. This prestigious award reflects Heisler
Homes' commitment to addressing any concerns immediately.
Heisler Homes has never had a warranty claim. As a new
Heisler Home Owner, you have president Tim Heisler's
telephone number and he is your personal contact for any

after-sales support. "TARION Warranty Corporation sets out
what we have to do," says Tim Heisler about after-sales service,
"but we go way beyond that." Breathe easy - as a Heisler Home
owner, you are always well taken care of.

Heisler Homes puts their commitment to quality in writing:
"We will build a strong, durable, efficient home to the highest
industry standards. We will exceed your expectations and fulfill your
dreams of owning a custom crafted home." It's a tall order that
Heisler Homes fulfills time after time, home after home. But
what does it mean to make a high quality home? 

A great home begins with a solid foundation, and Heisler Homes
exceeds the Ontario Building Code (OBC) requirements, building
a remarkably solid and strong foundation. 

IF, as the old
saying suggests,
"they don't build
'em like they used

to," then there is only one possible
conclusion that can be made
about the award-winning building
company Heisler Homes: They
build 'em better.

This is evident in all of
the structural and aesthetic
details that are artfully
combined to make each

unique Heisler Home a wonder of
craftsmanship. Indeed, building customers
a unique quality home is the driving force
behind Heisler Homes' success, but
striving for this degree of excellence not
only produces a unique home, it also takes
a unique kind of building company. Heisler
Homes has achieved a rare and perfect
balance between old and new, service
and product, growth and approachability,
art and utility.

A strong sense of community is a hallmark of
Heisler Homes, so it is no surprise that the
company started with a meeting of two good
neighbours. Tim Heisler, the president of
Heisler Homes, came from a family with a
tradition in construction. After 20 years in
the Air Force he settled down to build a
home in the beautiful community of Deer
Ridge Estates. Paul Szever Jr., vice-president,
having worked in house framing from the
age of 14 was simultaneously building his
own home in the Deer Ridge Estates
community, three doors down from Tim.
They met each other in the process, and the
neighbourhood has not been the same
since. In fact, the neighbourhood has
expanded, in part due to the tremendous
homes that Tim and Paul have
constructed. Some would say that it takes
courage to build in the community where
one lives, but with their outstanding
service and exemplary homes it's not a
matter of courage for Heisler Homes:
It's a matter of confidence.

"... a strong, durable, efficient home to the highest industry standards.""... a strong, durable, efficient home to the highest industry standards."
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also contain echoes of the past. Walk through the grand arches with
the morning light highlighting the beautiful and natural woods and
stone, and you will realize the value of days gone by when
homebuilding was an art as much as a science. 

The art of homebuilding is in the details, and Heisler Homes is
serious about detail. Everywhere you look in a Heisler Home
you find details like newel posts with inlaid slate and transom
windows. Although Heisler Homes brings whispers of the past
into the present, everything about a Heisler Home is new and
exciting. The true innovation is the marriage between the
timeless ambiance of the past with the best of modern quality,
technology, comfort, convenience and style. 

It is important to that your home reflects your fine sense of
style, but it is also important that your home is functional;
not only fitting into your lifestyle, but also facilitating it. This
is the third kind of balance that Heisler Homes has achieved.

A  J E A L O U S D E L L A F R A N C E S C A

The Balance Between Art and Utility

Piero della Francesca was a 15th century Italian painter now
famous for introducing scrupulous mathematical precision,
proportion and thought into his beautiful paintings. It is
perhaps an understatement to call della Francesca's work "well
designed", but the same phrase would be an understatement if
used to describe a Heisler Home. Creating a great design
means more than just delivering beauty, but it also means more
than having a sound plan. A Heisler Home has both beauty
and thoughtful planning, inextricably woven together into a
unified work of art and engineering that has won praise from
customers and awards such as the "Best Overall Design" award
for their Emerald home design. For the sake of his pride, perhaps
it is best that della Francesca missed the development of Heisler
Homes by six centuries.

However, the foundation is
not the only part of a
Heisler Home to exceed
the OBC requirements. The

lumber used to frame each home is kiln
dried and of the highest quality. The sub-
floor is not only high-quality, but also
permanently bonded to the floor joists
with an adhesive stronger than nails and
screws combined. This creates a timeless,
durable structure that will not loosen over
time with wear and shrinkage. Even the
insulation exceeds OBC requirements,
ensuring years of efficient heating and
cooling. It's not only the structural details
that exceed requirements, however. Walk
through a Heisler Model Home and it
quickly becomes obvious that the aesthetic
and finishing details not only exceed industry
standards, but your expectations as well.

M A K I N G H I S T O R Y
The Balance Between the Old & the New

IFthe balance Heisler Homes has
achieved between product and
service reminds you of a whole-
some past where craftsmen of

this kind were more common, then you
may not be surprised to find out that
Heisler Homes has perfected a second
kind of balance: The balance between the

old and the new. It's not just good old
fashioned quality that Heisler Homes
brings to their customers, but some of
the architectural details of the homes  

"Heisler Homes brings whispers of the past into the present.""Heisler Homes brings whispers of the past into the present."

"...beauty and thoughtful planning, inextricably woven together..""...beauty and thoughtful planning, inextricably woven together.."
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Other builders provide general specifications to an
architect, and at that point the design leaves their
hands. With Heisler Homes, the design stays with the
builder and this yields many benefits. Of course,

designing in-house is cost effective  - but in addition (and most
importantly) it allows Heisler Homes to be much more flexible
with their designs because each alteration requires fewer steps
and much less time. For you, the customer, this means that it

is far easier to make those alterations that are the very essence
of customization. Simply put, making your dream home a
reality is easier with Heisler Homes. In fact, although Heisler
Homes provides many options for pre-designed models,
customer customization has ensured that Heisler Homes has
never built the exact same house twice. You can express your
uniqueness through your Heisler Custom Home.

Each person on the Heisler Homes team works
together to create each masterpiece, and everyone is
involved in the creative process. We have already met
Tim and Paul, but there is another important

member of the Heisler Homes team that is essential in the
creative process. Monica Szever is Heisler Homes' sales
manager, but is also very involved with the interior design
of the model homes. The comparison between Heisler Homes
and artistic painting is particularly apt because Monica has done
oil painting for years. This is where her eye for colour has been
honed, and her abilities contribute much to the majestic look
of each Heisler Home. 

ITis not a stretch to
compare a homebuilder
with a painter, especially
a homebuilder like Heisler

Homes and a painter like della Francesca.
It is more than the product that is
similar; Heisler Homes is just as
passionate about the creative process. In
fact, when looking for a company to build
a perfect custom home, creative ability is
among the most important qualities to
look for. As we have seen, Heisler Homes
has achieved a remarkable balance between
many things, and it is obvious that such
accomplishments require a unique kind of
homebuilder. The same force is responsible
for both the logistical accomplishments of
Heisler Homes and the remarkably artful
homes that they build, and the name of that
force captures the true essence of Heisler
Homes: Creativity.

Creativity is more than a talent:
it's an attitude. It is the
willingness to put in the extra
effort required to achieve

perfection. In addition to the talent and
the attitude, Heisler Homes has the
resources required to create. After all,
what is a painter without a canvas?
Perhaps one of the biggest benefits
of building with Heisler Homes is
their in-house design. 

"It is the willingness to put in the extra effort required to achieve perfection""It is the willingness to put in the extra effort required to achieve perfection"

"Making your dream home a reality is easier with Heisler Homes.""Making your dream home a reality is easier with Heisler Homes."
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F R I E N D L Y W I T H O U T T H E G I A N T
Growth and Approachability

Heisler Homes understands that customer
satisfaction is the single best measure of a
homebuilder's success. For this reason, Heisler
Homes has been careful to grow responsibly,

always being mindful of the need for personal service. This
focus on friendliness has not only resulted in great customer
satisfaction, but also many great relationships. "We definitely
build a personal relationship with every customer," says Tim,
"They get to know our families." Living in Deer Ridge, one of
the neighbourhoods in which Heisler Homes builds, Tim,
Paul and Monica find it easy to become friends with many
of their customers. "Walking around the neighbourhood in the
evening, you run into all the customers you've built houses for,"

says Paul. In addition to being an enjoyable part of their
job, it's also a testament to Heisler Homes' quality: "If
you didn't do it right, you probably wouldn't want to live in
a neighbourhood in which you build houses."

The annual open house that Heisler Homes hosts for their
customers and tradespeople typically draws over 100 people.
The open house is a gesture of appreciation, but also a great
time for customers and tradespeople to reconnect. It's
not unusual for customers to talk directly with the
tradespeople during the construction process, so each open
house is a meeting of old friends.

Her decorating philosophy
is a perfect match for
the kind of homes Heisler
Homes builds: Each home

must embody style, warmth and
elegance. In Monica's own words, it is
important that each Heisler Home
provides "elegant, comfortable living". Many
natural elements are brought into each
Heisler Home, but they are thoughtfully
used in more than one place so the result is
not a bunch of disjointed details, but
instead they are brought together to form a
harmonious and complete picture - exactly
what you would expect from a work of art.

As a customer, you make the final decisions
about interior design, however Monica will
help you with those decisions because she
knows how to go about the process with the
least amount of stress. The interior design

of your home should reflect you, and
accordingly, the process should be fun and
exciting. The personal attention and
support you get through Heisler Homes
ensures that customizing your home
is simple and remarkably enjoyable.
Indeed, personal attention factors into
the fourth kind of balance that Heisler
Homes has achieved.

"Each home must embody style, warmth and elegance.""Each home must embody style, warmth and elegance."

"Customer satisfaction is the single best measure of success.""Customer satisfaction is the single best measure of success."
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Heisler Homes' commitment to
approachability and community
is reflected in their relationship
with the tradespeople who

construct the homes. Many of the sub-
contractors have been with Heisler Homes
for 10 years, but each company has
many employees. Heisler Homes builds
relationships with particular individual

tradespeople from the companies, and requests
them specifically for each job. Because of this,
the quality of each Heisler Home is consistently
excellent. Also, each member of the home
building team knows each other. The workers on
a Heisler Homes site are like family, and they go
above and beyond to make sure each step in the
building process is done efficiently and with the
highest quality.

T H E V I R T U E O F B A L A N C E

Sages since antiquity have reminded us
that perfection and virtue are to be
found in balance, but Aristotle
cautioned that a perfect balance must

be between the right things, in the right
context and for the right purposes. If you
consider the exceptionally intricate balance
that Heisler Homes has achieved in all
aspects of their work - a balance between old
and new, service and product, growth and
approachability, art and utility - you must
conclude that Heisler Homes is truly
unique, and the perfect choice to build
your next home.

"...commitment to approachability and community..""...commitment to approachability and community.."
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Tim Heisler
President
Tel: (519) 6624-44536
Fax: (519) 6622-66112

Monica Szever
Sales Manager
Tel: (519) 2220-88687
Fax: (519) 6622-66112

 
 

 

HEISLER HOMES INC.
65 Raglin Road, Cambridge, 

Ontario N1R 7J2



H
eisler Homes would like to sincerely thank all of those tradespeople and suppliers who
have graciously contributed to the creation of this publication. Thank you for your years
of loyalty, commitment, creativity and dedication to quality. With your continues support
Heisler Homes will continue it's growth and at the same time create  homes which we

are proud of. We look forward to maintaining a long and prosperous relationship. To our valuable
customers we extend our deepest gratitude. You have all helped make Heisler Homes a great success.

• ACI Survey Consultants

• Arriscraft

• Bamco Custom Woodworking

• Battlefield, the rental store

• Bennett Chevrolet Oldsmobile Cadillac 
(2000) Ltd.

• Cambridge Concrete 

• Carberry Excavating Limited

• CDS - Cambridge Drywall 
Services Ltd

• D&D Graniteworx

• Dietrich Siding

• Donald A. Thompson, 
Barrister & Solicitor

• Door Care

• Fairway Lumber

• First Class Shutters

• Foundry Stoves Heating & Cooling

• Golden Windows 

• Graham Mathew

• Harvest House

• Heisler Roofing Inc.

• Henry Landscaping

• Kara's Stained Glass

• Kastl & Zuch Plumbing 
& Heating Ltd.

• Kitchener Glass

• Kitchener Steel Service Centre

• Knights Electrical Contractors Ltd

• Nechita Painting & Decorating

• Overland Inc

• Patene Building Supplies

• Rushton Contract Flooring Inc

• Space Age Shelving

• Stantec Consulting Ltd.

• Stuehler & Sons

• Trow Associates Inc
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Heisler Homes Inc. proudly received the WRHBA Award of Distinction for Best
Overall Design in 2003. This award is given to a company that sets the standard for
the industry through its leadership in improving the overall image of the industry.

"It is important that each       
Heisler Home provides      

elegant, comfortable living."
~Monica Szever 

sales manager & interior decorator

G R A T I T U D E  &  C O M M I T M E N T
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